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Williams Censured
B y Faculty Senate
(ZUMBERGE)— Don Williams,
the chairperson of the faculty
senate and Dorothy Merrill who
w ill chair that body next year,
were censured by the Executive
Committee of the Senate (ECS)
May 11.
They were officially repri
manded for statements they
made at the April 27 Board of
Control meeting which ECS felt
misrepresented the position of
the All Colleges Academic Sen
ate (ACAS).
A t that
Board meeting
Williams and Merrill told the
Board that the ACAS vote to
integrate graduate and under
graduate education wasn't rep
resentative of the majority of
the faculty at GVSC. ACAS
had voted to house graduate/
undergraduate programs in a
separate college of graduate and
professional studies. President
Arend Lubbers disagreed with
the faculty opinion and the
Board voted to place graduate
programs "in the existing unit
most closely identified with
the program".
Earl Heuer, the ECS member
who made the motion to cen

sure, said he did so because of
Williams' continued insistence
that he had done the right thing
in speaking to the Board and
that he would do the same
thing again.
Williams defended his state
ment saying, " In some camps
ECS and ACAS represent a mi
nority view on campus.'
In response to that , ECS
member John MacTavish told
Williams that "as chair you are
required to give up certain
rights.....and as chair you are re
quired to support your commi
ttee's vote.
"B oth you and the chairelect (Merrill) did an atrocious
job of representing us, and if
this is the best we can do as fa
culty then we are in trouble,"
MacTavish said.
Williams was further criticiz
ed for representing CAS faculty
instead of all faculty.
The motion passed unani
mously.
It stated that "ECS
censure the actions of the chair
and the chair-elect in that they
demeaned the ECS and the
ACAS in their remarks to the
Board of Control on April 27."

Don Williams, faculty senate chairperson
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Nebel Wins Leadership Award
by Steven Verburg
(Campus
Center)—Student
Senate President Spencer Nebel
won
the
Kenneth
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Award last Friday at a banquet
in the Campus Center.
Nebel's name—and the names
o f future award winners—will
be displayed on a permanent
plaque to be posted promi
nently in the Campus Center.
Nebel, a CAS junior, is the
first student to hold the office
of SS President for more than a
single term.
In 1977 78, during his first
term,he was instrumental in the
rewriting of the Student Con
gress (as it was then called) con
stitution. He said last Friday
that he became a candidate for
president because he "didn t
like the way things were going
in Student Congress" in the pre
vious year. Nebel's predecessor,
Robert Fitrakis, was an activist
who, among other things, vow

ed to "never drink cocktails
with the administration."
As president, Nebel s stated
goal has been "increased com
munication with the student
body."
Nebel, who is majoring in
Public Administration, will not
participate directly in the Sen
ate next year, though he plans
to contribute in some way.
Nebel was chosen for the
Venderbush Award over other
nominees, Daniel Castle, Kirkhof College; Cheri Cook, Wil
liam James College; John
Garlicki, Developmental Skills
Institute; Richard Gustafson,
Thomas Jefferson College; and
Janet Wiedmayer, College of
Graduate Studies.
The award was named for
Kenneth R. Venderbush who
was Vice-President for Student
Affairs from 1969-1973 before
dying of a brain tumor. Presi
dent Arend Lubbers, in his reC o * t. o n p a g e 4

Board Chairman Ott
Defends Lubbers’ Pay

W oodstock II Coming

(C PS)-"It was a time of shar
ing—of cameraderie," recalls
Jerry Moss. " A shyness went
(Zumberge)-Board o f Control Chairman Arnold Ott said it would
away."
be all right with him if President Lubbers made twice what he
For a half-million rock-n-roll
now makes."
fans,
it was a muddy camp-out
Lubbers' pay which totals $100,000 including fringe benefits
they’ll
never forget.
and an unlimited expense account was trie subject o f a full-page
"But
there's no point in do
article in the GRAND RAPIDS PRESS last week. A subsequent
ing
a
retrospective,"
Moss, stage
PRESS editorial blasted the Board's "corporate boardroom men
tality which assumes that anyone in charge of anything is worth a manager of the original Woodstock Festival, adds.
"T h a t
hundred grand a year..."
would be silly.
Instead, the
Ott, in his keynote address at the Student Leadership Award
Banquet last Friday, defended Lubbers' pay saying, "I'd just as second Woodstock will be a
deja vu version of something
soon have our chief executive officer make twice what he now
new, and not a recreation of
makes."
something that cannot be re
Ott said that the laws of supply and demand require a liberal
created."
pay package " if you want to get the best."
It won't be free, for example.
Lubbers' total pay and benefits outstrip those of the presidents
It won't dote on music of
of almost all other Michigan colleges and universities.
the sixties.
It won't be a sanitation or
, traffic engineer's nightmare.
It won't be a weekend pic
nic for East Coast urbanites.
It won't even be held at
Woodstock.
As surely as the seventies are
not the sixties, the ten year
reunion of the Woodstock Fes
tival, to be held August 14 16
at a soon to-be-announced site
within 150 miles of Manhattan,
will provide ample grist for the
sociologist's mill.
"The real reason for Wood
stock II is there has been no
cultural event during the 1970's
that meant anything to any§ body," modestly declares fest
j ival publicist, Michael Gershci man.

T J C Students N egotiate with Niemeyer
(TJC)-Two hour-long preliminary meetings between students, TJC
Dean Phyllis Thompson and Vice-president for Academic Affairs
Glenn Niemeyer have produced an agreement on guidelines for
continued regotiations to save some aspects of TJC.
One o f the guidelines would be the retention of the name
"Thomas Jefferson."
Meanwhile, Barb Glesean of the TJC Coordinating Committee
says that discussion on the issues w ill end by May 24th.
The guidelines were developed during open discussion at Lake
Huron Hall last week in which TJC students and members of the
general Grand Valley community participated. They are:
1.
" A structure that would guarantee autonomy," spe
cifically in control of the curriculum, budget, degree
requirements, personnel and internal policies.
2.
"A n immediate reopening of admissions and an equal
role in recruiting fo r both the Admissions Office and
the TJC com m unity."
3.
"The retention of th ^ name Thomas Jefferson in
whatever alternative is proposed."
Niemeyer agreed that all three guidelines would be included in
subsequent discussions. They will not necessarily be included in
the final steelement.
Thompson, who says she "represents only the interest of the
students" in the talks, apparently created a conflict between the
TJC regotiators and herself at the Friday meeting when she misranr»a>nted a student's letter and an attached list of names to
Niemeyer as a petition concerning where the listees would prefer
to set up a new arts program at Grand Valley.
The letter, wirtten by TJC dance student Janet Welsh, asked for
an integrated performing arts probram to be established at CAS.
Including courses in music, dance, mime and creative writing.the
program would be taught by current TJC/PAC instructors Bob
Shectman, John Ruhlman, Claire Porter, Sally and Tom Lebheart,
and Christine Loizeaux.
A list of 43 music, dance and mime students was included, and
Walsh said in a postscript that since not all of them had seen the
letter, she would take responsibility for using their nvnes.

For Gershman, along with
Moss and "Woodstock" movie
producer/director Michael Wad
leigh, it's a $6 million gamble
that youth culture
hasn't
changed as much as some social
observers suggest.
" It's a risk," promoter Moss
Admits. "There isn't the chal
lenge or the activism of ten
years ago. To a great extent
we're putting ourselves and
everybody on trial to see if we
can pick up some energy from
this event.
" I'd like to see some residual
energy go into the alternate
energy thing, for instance.
There are lots of things we have
been sloughing off on that this
festival might help."
This summer's gathering,
therefore, will not be limited to
musical events. "We want to
take advantage of this huge
meeting of people to try and
get a feel for what people
think—where we have come in
the last decade—and where we
are going," Moss explains.
"We're inviting ecology groups,
solar energy groups, and m ulti
cultural organizations to partici
pate, among others."
But it's a safe bet that the
musical line-up being assembled
by rock impresario Frank Barsalona of the New York-based
Premier Talent Associates will
determine the festival's drawing
P°wer-

C on
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Peliminary meeting between TJC anil Glenn Niemeyer

Several students on the list later objected, saying they had not
been asked of their names could be used. Some of these students
also complained that they disagreed with the idea of taking the
proposed integrated arts program to CAS, and at least on of them,
music student Jesse Paiid, claimed he would prefer to see it at
WJC.
Welsh says that she was urged by an unidentified TJC faculty
person to write the letter and to include the list of performing-art
students. She said this same instructor led her to believe that
"CAS was the only place the program could go", a position that
she now opposes.
Student representatives of the TJC Coordinate Committee in
formed Miemeyer at the May 13 meeting Qf the list's invalidity as
a petition. It will be disregarded in future negotiation, says stu
dent representative Richard Gustafson.
The talks were initiated alter the Board of Control accepted a
recommendation from President Arend D. Lubbers to close TJC in
June 1980.

‘Pink Slips’ Fly
by Jennifer Lehmann
(LHH)-Termination notices"pink slips"—were sent out
Tuesday to those fired in the
budget
reduction
process
Rosemary Alland, Personnel Of
ficer, said that she sent 13 no
tices to Administrative and
Professional personnel, 13 to
faculty, and 6 to Clerical, Of
fice and Technical workers
These figures do not reflect
all of the changes in personnel,

however. Some of those affec
ted submitted resignations, and
thus avoided termination. Oth
ers have been reassigned, or
have moved into open posi
tions Alland said that in unde
cided cases, people would be
terminated now, but could still
possibly move into other posi
tions
Most faculty notices are ef
fective either this June, or June
1980 for Thomas Jefferson
COT workers
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Goes” . Well, "A nything Goes"
has gone and we hope that it
never comes back, (until things
become better organized!) along with the person in charge
with the Student Senate Pro
gramming. We were informed
by other students that the
presiding officer in charge of
Student Senate Programming is
even paid a few hundred dol
lars for such programming? We
would like to give it a try next
time knowing that it could not
go any worse.

De3r LANTHORN
and the Editor:
We would like to complain
publicly on the programming
events that occurred this past
week in connection w ith the socalled "Student Life Week". As
new snjdents to Grand Valley,
we are very disappointed with
the complete set up o f it all.
First of all, we were cheated
out of our chance of winning
the tug-of war event because of
the lacking of communication
among the officials saying GO
when we were not even all
lined up to start. We like to
win fair as well as lose fair,'
something should be done to
correct this problem, NOW and
not next year.
In Thursday's events " A l
most Anything Goes", well we
certainly feel that it was
screwed-up, with the event
RULES being almost anything
goes, for that is exactly what
did happen. Before you offer
events for us to compete
against the judges and officials
should know the rules and be
able to correctly explain them
to team members. Did anyone
actually know what was going
on with the events? We didn't
think sol! Starting 45 minutes
late didn't help the situation,
either. If one cannot keep their
events together, one should not
have them at all.
The announcer and scorer
didn't even know what was
going on to help give direction
to the teams and officials. A t
least they did what they could
do, with the announcer making
humor out of all the problems
and the scorer trying to be as
fair as possible to the team in
averaging out points for tie
placings.
Furthermore, we are very up
set with the conduct taken by
a person of authority becoming
enraged w ith another person
wnile drinking at the events
Thursday night
We cannot
believe that this was correctly
handled, nor does one have to
be threatened by another just
because he is drinking.
It
could have been handled more
discretely.
We were told by several older
students what FUN Student
Life Week would be and es
pecial!'/
"A lm ost
Anything

If someone
takes care of where the fault
lies, then we might have better
organized events and a new
person
in charge.
It is no
wonder why poor participation
ex ists here.
P.S. We are sure other students
feel the same way!
Discouraged and Disappointed
Students

Dear Editor,
Linda Merlotti's latest article,
on the GVSC Prospect house, is
a wonderful example of mis
informed journalism. Inaccurate
in it's description o f the history
o f the house, and o f the goals
it supposedly fails to achieve, it
finally degenerates into an op
portunity to air personal grud
ges.
It seems almost petty to
mention some of the smaller
errors, but even they show the
level of attention given to ac
curacy in the article. It wasn't
Ron Poitras' idea to buy the
house, it was a group decision
of which Poitras was a part.
There were walls and floors
when the house was origin
ally purchased, and the house
has more than a few cosmetic
touches to be done to consi
der it finished, as is apparent
if you go thru the house.
But what really interested
me was the comments Merlotti
printed by Methodist House's
Vivian Lewis. Ms. Lewis has
apparently gotten tired o f say-
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ing that Prospect House is
doing too much, so she is giv
ing us a break by saying that
they are not doing enough.
Lewis uses the article to dis
play her lack of knowledge of
the house's currant state of
affairs. She sees the house thru
a community organizer's eyes,
so it cannot help but appear to
be a failure to her, and the lack
o f support she mentions comes
from the SECA and the Metho
dist House Organizations more
than anyone else.
Let's just take Lewis' com
ments point by point. She
claims that Prospect House does
not have the support o f the
neighborhood, and she uses the
workshops as an indicator of
this lack. Well, the first work
shop did only have tw o people
show up, but the second had
nine or ten, and the latest has
over 20 people signed up.
'They just don't know how
much you have to do to make
people come o u t” Lewis can
back that one up from her own
personal experience. Prospect
House gave SECA two thousand
dollars for a "leadership effec
tiveness training workshop".
This was an all expense paid
weekend retreat which Lewis
claimed she could get at least
60 people to participate in. It
was cancelled due to lack of
support.
Laying the blame on the col
lege and Ron Poitras makes her
argument go from sublime to
ridiculous. While Poitras and
students from Grand Valley did
provide the initial impetus for
the project, it has been
LaVaughn Cole who has been
the directer o f the house for
the past seven months. If any
one should be blamed for the
current standing of the house,
it should be him. Any activity
or lack of activity must have his
approval, either explicit or im
plied. The college and Poitras
ere a resource for the house,
but are not by means the ruling
body.
As for the orientation being
academic. Well, not quite. The
workshops given have taught
such diverse subjects as home
insulation and preparing youth
for jobs. The colleqes' involve
ment has been academia but
that is unreasonable, isn't it.
Even though Lewis' state
ments were inaccurate, the
house is by no means a well
run organization. I worked at
the house for over a year, and

Wanted-female models to help
amatuer photographer; no ex
perience needed by helpful,
good pay, must be 18 years,
have own transportation. Call
Mark Kelemen for appointment
895-4711.
Apt. Btdg. Supervisors. Campus
View Apts is taking applications
from married couples interested
ir. supervisor positions. You will
need recommendations from
former employers and resumes.
Call 895-6678, 1-5 pm. ori
949-6777.
Students: Earn $00-5240 per
week. Stuffing Envelopes in
New
Expanding
Business.
Work at Home. For info: Send
Qp)f A HHroeeo^

C w..«

lope and 25 cents TO:
Chavez Enterprises
fi.T. 1 Box 42 A
Courtland, CA. 95615
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for 356-page, mail
order catalog of Collegiate Re
search. 10,250 topics listed.
Box 25097-B, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.

was in charge of the renovation
of the house, at that time it
was the only active part of
Prospect House. They appear
to be duplicating the bureau
cratic structure of our exist
ing government, the same struc
ture that supposedly made it
necessary to start the project
in the first place. Prospect
House's problems have always
been managerial and political,
despite their attempts to avoid
politics.
It seems that articles should
present the true balance of
good and bad points, and not
just be an attempt to sensation
alize a story merely to create
the appearance o f glamorous
journalism.
Michael Luke
To the GVSC Community,
Student Life Week is over,
and the participants and weath
er couldn't have been better.
On behalf of the Residence Life
Office, Student Life Office, and
Student Senate Programming
and Recreation Boards, and the
Social Recreation Class, I would
like to thank everyone who
helped and especially Rich
Pr'obst, Dave Bozoarth, Chuck
Russell, and Robert 'Woody'
Byrd, without whose help this
week just w ouldn't have been
the success it was.
Philip M. O'Leary
Coordinator, Student Life
Week '79
LANTHORN Letters to the editor must
include signature, address and phone num
ber ot the w riter. The address and phone
number will not be printed The w riter's
name may be withheld on request but
publication o t anonymous letters is not
encouraged. Letters which are legible and
under 300 words are most likely to be
printed. A ll are subject to ceretulcondenesavrr. t h e LANTH O R N reserves the
right n reject any letter.

Editorial
Viewpoint
by Linda M erlotti

Administrators N ot
Leaders, But Reactors
A t the Student Leadership Awards Banquet last Friday, Chair
man of the Board of Control Ott made the statement that he
thought President Lubbers should make twice the salary he is
making now.
That is a very interesting statement. The question that arise in
my mind is whether or not our president is worth the amount that
we are now paying him.
In hard times, it is easier to judge good leadership because that
is when decisions are most scrutinized.
Our administrators are being paid to lead and plan for this
school. Our administrators knew that the enrollment was going to
decline because they knew (as we all knew) that the baby boom
had leveled off. We are paying in two ways for these administra
tors; through taxes and tuition. We are paying them to note trends
in enrollment (among other things). We ere in trouble now because
the people we are paying to plan for this school screwed up.
It is nothing but disgusting when a school is closed because of
lack o f money and yet the same school was/is paying for launder
ing service for the President s tabieciotns.
The people to whom we are paying an embarassing amount o f
money to lead this school are not leaders. They are reactors. They
reacted to trouble by panicking. They began slashing away at most
everything in sight.
What they slashed will directly affect most students on campus.
The frustration these students feel will be transmitted to the com
munity at large. How is this going to affect our enrollment in the
future?
Most importantly, it's necessary to realize that the enrollment
is not going to miraculously go back up. It's going to keep declin
ing. Further cuts w ill be "necessary". What is there left to cut?
Thomas Jefferson College is gone. The Counseling Center is
crippled. We have no Dome. Student Activities w ill be curtailed
in the future. Faculty and staff are being cut.
Who is going to want to come to Grand Valley next year? Or
the year after?

The M usic Club in the
Country,
Lay back and enjoy
your favorite sp irits
in rustic, handcrafted,
cabin surroundings.

/Silo Gopher
% F U M PLACE TO ^

W ed. is P itch er N ight.

W ed and Thun. no cover.

Thurs. is S hot and P op N ig h t
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O r D o They?

Cuts M eet Committee s

Counseling Center
Demands Changes Discussed
_

(Z U M B E R G E )-A d m in istrative reductions under the current re
trenchment and reorganization process are being called "evenhanded" by the Administration, and "dishonest" or a mere

(ZUMBERGE)-Vice - president
Ron VanSteeland met last week
with a group concerned about
the proposed changes in counse
ling at Grand Valley. Approxi
mately five students, a profes
sor, and the dean of William
James College presented a case
against a plan which would
transfer 2.5 personal counselors
to a Career Planning Center and
one to Student Life as a "counselor/coordinator of special stu
dent services," leaving one fu ll
time personal counselor.
They stressed the high userate of the Counseling Center as
it now exists, and spoke of the
need for diversity in the train
ing and orientation of personal
counselors. A need for counse
lore of d ifferent sexes was also
cited. Kathleen O'Shaunessy, a
William James psychology pro
fessor who has been a profes
sional counselor, pointed out
that with too few personal
counselors, the job would be
too demanding.
Visibility of a personal coun
seling center, and availability
and immediacy of personal
counseling were also brought up
as important considerations.
Consequences of inadequate
personal counselingrangingfrom
suicide to student attrition and
negative word-of-mouth public
ity for Grand Valley were list
ed.
The group criticized the ad
ministration for having a "getyou-here, get-you-out" attitude,
with "nothing in between," re
ferring to increased promotion
of Grand Valley and the incep
tion of a Career Counseling
Center concurrent w ith reduc
tions in personal counseling.
Jason Schneider, a WJC student

"paper shuffle" by some of the faculty.

The Central Administration budget is being reduced by
Approximately 13 people in the Executive, Administrative and
Professional (EAP) category are being eliminated, as compared
w ith 28.5 faculty positions lost. Positions w ill be added in there
organization, but "n o more EAP positions than faculty positions
w ill be added," according to President Lubbers.
However, criticism of reductions in the Administration has not
centered around the amount of money cut or the number of posi
tions lost there. Rather the type (high level or low-level) of posi
tions cut and the number of administrative personnel to actually
be terminated rather than reassigned has been questioned.
There are several issues involved. One is that, although both
faculty and COT (Clerical, Office and Technical) workers will be
terminated ("pink-slipped"), most of the administrative personnel
whose positions are being eliminated have been reassigned to other
positions Don Klein, TJC professor, commented that they re
takingcareof theexecutivesand not looking out for anyone else.
Klein also said, in an interview Monday, that the reassignment
of administrators before all designated faculty members were ter
minated prevented those faculty members from competing for the
positions involved. President Lubbers who said that the unrealizeable ideal was for everyone whose position was eliminated to be
relocated at Grand Valley, feels that " i t is easier to make reassign
ments in the administration than in the faculty." He noted that it
is a matter o f qualifications. Klein, however, mentioned several
positions recently filled by displaced administrators which he felt
fired faculty members should have been allowed to apply for.
(These included the directorship of the International Studies In
stitute, a position in the School of Education, and the directorship
o f the Performing Arts Center.)
Klein is Vice-chairperson of the Salary and Budget Committee,
which has access to budget information, and reports to ACAS (All
College Academic Senate) and to President Lubbers. In a unarumous vote, the committee "strongly" recommended to the Presi
dent "reductions at levels above that of Director," before the pro
posed cuts were announced. A fter the announcement, the comm
ittee recommended, again unanimously, that the proposals be
"critica lly reassessed," as not following the recommendation in
tw o administrative divisions (Administrative and Institutional Dev
elopment).
Howard Stein, a biology professor at CAS and Chairperson of
the Salary and Budget Committee said, "N o, they did not meet
the recommendations. It's a matter of interpretation.
Lubbers
stated that the needs of the entire university had to be considered,
n o t just those of a particular constituency.
Stein also stated th a t based onconversations w ith other faculty
members, he thought that many of them regarded the ariministra

CAS Professor Howard Stein chain fhc Salary and Budge;

live cuts as "n o t high enough." There are several types of posi
tions above the level of director; deans, vice-presidents, assistants
to vice-presidents, deans and the president, etc. Most of the cuts
were of assistants. The reduction decisions were made by the vicepresidents and deans.
Klein commented that " if the mess is as widespread as they
say it is you can't look at lower level people. You have to look at
the higher levels." Stein said that some faculty thought that the
higher executive positions were those "responsible for the pro
blems we're in now" but yet "not taking the brunt of this.
Stein saw this as an oversimplification, but said that while no one
could know what all faculty thought, and that faculty had differ
ing opinions, "a pretty fair number" share that view. President
Lubbers had defended to members of the Salary and Budget Corrv
mittee the concept of keeping the people at the top, because of
their competance, and adding to their responsibilities to save
money.
Tony Catanese, economics professor at CAS, and member of the
Salary and Budget Committee, noted that administrative cost is
overhead, while faculty provided the basic service of a college. He
also remarked that in the Board of Control discussion he witnessed
(at the April 27 meeting), the Board was approving Lubbers re
commendations without considering the distribution of reductions
between faculty and administration, or questioning the level at
which administrative cuts were made. He feels that these are im
portant economic considerations, in terms of dollars. Besides
just numbers, you have to look at the dollar values as they're dis
tributed between the different functions.
President Lubbers commented that "budgetreductionis an un
pleasant process. Not everyone w ill be happy- People w ill ook
for injustice, unfairness. They want blood - they want to see
pink slips."

who is studying to become a
counselor, said he saw "tw o
messages" coming from GVSC;
that a Bachelor of Social Work
was important in the commun
ity but that counseling was not
important at Grand Valley. He
said the college seemed to be
saying, "W e'll train you but not
hire you."
Vice-president VanSteeland
said that he had several "ground
rules" to work with in drawing
up a plan for the Career Plann
ing Center: that there w ill be a
Career Planning Center; that he
has been charged with reducing
administrative costs; that there
w ill be less students next year;
that the number of repeat visits
per student should not be ex
cessive; and that there were o r
ganizational questions to be
considered. He also stated that
it was important to start the
Career Planning Center with a
solid foundation of highly skill
ed people. He pointed out that
Career
Planning
counselors
could assist the personal coun
seling staff by referrals and by
dealing with student problems
which came up in the course of
career counseling. He stressed
the need for career counseling,
as expressed by incoming stu
dents.
He refused to commit him
self to as many as three per
sonal counselors, a minimum
number set by the committee,
but Dean of Student Develop
ment Ty Wessel, also at the
meeting, discussed the possibil
ity o f two counselors who
would be responsible for both
personal counseling and special
student services, with the latter
perhaps constituting less that a
full-time job.

LIVING AT GRAND VALLEY
FALL 1979-80 SIGN UP INFO R M ATIO N
RESIDENCE H ALL

R AV INE APARTM ENTS

| I I I ,* I T I
W e have the living options you are looking for!!

RATES:
$252.00
$315.00
$282.00

Two Bedroom
One Bedroom
Efficiency

(Approximately $85.00 per month)
(Approximately $106.00 per month)
(Approximately $95.00 per month)

RATES:
$ 571 par term (A pproxim ately $191 par/m o nth I

19 meals par weak
A N Y 14 meals par weak
A N Y 10 m eah par weak

$ 5 3 3 par term (A pproxim ately $ 18 5 par/m o nth )
$ 64 1 par term (A pproxim ately $181 per/m onth I

M onday, M ay 21.
H you are a Ravine rm idsnt and wish to rem ain in tha a m apartm ent naxt yaar aa you occupy this
y < -r yau must put down your $ 9 0 dapaait on ttm day. If Financial Aida a going to pay your dapoait.
you must contact th a t o ffice in advance and bring a aignad voucher whan you com a to sign up . Y ou
I ham aither the $ 90 or a aignad voucher in order to guarantee your apace.

Other liv in g Options:
Upperlaas H ell (Copeland I
Q uiet H ad (R obinson)
Q uint Floors (Copeland and/or K irtle r)
Single Room ($ 2 4 5 additional pm te rm )*
These options available on a apace m ailable.

Tuesday, M ay 22,
On Tpaaday any Ravine resident m ay s i* ! up fo r any rem aining apace. Assignm ent: w ill ba m ade ac
cording to th a data o f your application on a first-com a, first-served basil. If you have not fille d out

H O W TO SIG N U P:

n, you may do ao a t dva o ffice.
1. P id t up a contract a t tbs Raaidance U fa O ffic e -

W ednesday, M ay 23,
On W U dw day f

2. T u n v i to tb s Residence L ife O ffice on M ay 21 H you w ant to rign up fo r y o u r prm ent

i i apra bad fo ils may ugn up fo r any spacaa that rem ain. A fte r Wednesday. am a ril
3 . T u rn in op M ay 2 2 I f you m ant to o ^ i up fo r another specific room .
4. A I

w ith your co n tract-M o m aam . if you are ui
ly 1 . so you cun p

NOTE:
H you i

i p a rt o f a p a ir e r a
I u a d i Judy 1 . I f th e

live oa

i are a a t paid b y M y 1 th a a

I f you are nu t d p tiag ap fo r a
O ffia v any tim e , and yo u 'd « a
nut asadaby A d y l.u u a v M v s id '

For additional information stop by R«sidc*ce Life O flce 114
an exhtott*. sports events, film s, lectures, a lib rary. * " * * eounA
Juris, and gym nastic and um p n roam s, canaevs
sporting events, shopping and o th er attractions oHarad by G r * 4

or cal Ext S31
pavtung and bus sarvicx.

just 1 2 mdaa from G rand YaPVy
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Art Therapy Conference M ay 19
by Jama Arnold
The A rt Therapy Interest
Group o f GVSC in coordination
w ith the Michigan Association
o f A rt Therapy is sponsoring
Grand Valley's second annual
Spring Conference, to be held
in Lake Superior Hall on Satur
day, May 19, 1979. A large
turn out is expected including
students and faculty from other
area colleges, as well as people
currently working in the field
o f A rt Therapy from across the
state.

The conference will consist
of art displays, including the
work of Rick Ward; an inmate
at Jackson State Prison. Speak
ers will include Richard F. Got
tlieb, C.S.W., a WJC professor
speaking on “ The Uses o f A rt
Therapy", and David SmithGreenwood (who has taken an
active part in the organizing of
this year's conference), speak
ing on the topic of “ Graduate
School Opportunities in A rt
Therapy" and also on the re
quirements of certification cur
rently established to practice in

Student Senate
Changes Guard
(CAMPUS CENTER)- A chang
ing of the guards took place at
the May 9th student Senate
meeting. A fter Spencer Nebel
took care of old business, he
passed the gavel over to Jeff
Hubbard and let him take the
meeting from there.
Jeff
Brown spoke to the new sena
tors on the many roles they will
be playing as student represen
tatives. He pointed out their
first responsibility is to the col
lege that they were chosen to
represent.
He stressed they
have the job of gathering stu
dent input and fairly represent
ing it to the senate. Second,
they w ill be responsible to the
senate in the role of furthuring
students interest
And last
Brown asked them to keep in

the field. Expressive Art Exper
iences and open discussions
concerning the various aspects
of, and possibilities in. Art
Therapy are also planned.
The conference will begin at
12:30 pm Saturday afternoon,
with registration in the Skylight
Room of LSH, and will last un
til approximately 1:00 pm. Re
freshments will be served, and
an interesting learning experi
ence is to be had by all who at
tend. The cost is only $1.00
for students.

Woodstock I I

mind their role of committee
members. He stressed the im
portance of balancing the three
roles to achieve maximum rep
resentation of the students.
The senate tnen began to get
down to business.
Students
concerned about the counseling
center issue voiced their sup
port for at least 3 personal and
career counselors and asked stu
dent senate to take a stand. A f
ter discussing the need for per
sonal counseling of campus the
senate voted to support at least
three counselors and also that
the personal counseling center
be housed by itself and easily
identifiable. The next full stu
dent senate meeting w ill be May
31st in the Hardy room.

Co n ’t. from page l

"N o acts have been signed
yet," according to Gershman,
"b u t I might point out that
Premier represents some of the
biggest names in the business,
including The Who and Bruce
Springsteen."
Linda Ronstadt, Rod Stewart
the Rolling Stones and the
Eagles are other names men
tioned in connection with the
concert. Availability of many
artists is certain to be
i influenced by CBS' plans to release a
Woodstock II album by next
Christmas.

Nebel
Con't. fro m page l

marks at the banquet, said that
Venderbush "cared more about
students and who they are,
than how they could be manag
ed or what the statistics were."
The nominees were chosen
for the balance between their
curricular and extra-curricular
experiences which resulted in a
significant contribution to the
student body-either by repre
senting fellow students, parti
cipating on committees, or
serving as a student organi
zation leader.
GVSC Board of Control
Chairman Arnold Ott was the
keynote speaker at the banquet.
He spoke on the qualities of
good leadership.
Daniel Castle was honored
for his role on campus as the
Great Laker.

Student Life Week
by Renae Postma
One of the biggest events of the GVSC year, as
far as student participation and development
goes, was staged Monday, May 7 through Satur
day, May 12. The Student Life Week, a mixture
of sheer fun, athletic, education, and social events
had something for everyone.
Dean Richard
Mehler and Phil O'Leary gave this overview of the
week as it passed.
Monday was a day for relaxation and getting
into the swing of Student Life Week. The Social
Recreation Class and Rancourt, instructor from
the Phys. Ed. Dept., were the sponsors of the
day's events. Some of the activities included in
"fun day" were, the Greased Pole Contest. The
big event, the quarter-finals for the Trivia Bowl,
was held that evening.
The Bookstore had a Side-Walk-Sule Tuesday,
which was a tremendous success, making twoand-one-half times the amount of money made in
previous years. That night was Western Night,
with Knights of the Flame furnishing the music
for the steak fry dinner. Following that was the
Residence Hall/Ravine Apt. Tug-of-War, won this
year by the Robinson women and the Coplen
men. The Square Dance came next, with many
spectators, few participants, but an abundance of
fun for all.
The Student AdminMu «wsn So'>Jsl! G«*nC n w
played Wednesday, the students winning for the
second consecutive year. That evening the First
Annual GVSC Derby was run-a shopping cart
race from the Campus Center to the Coplen Dor
mitory. The winners were Pi Kappa Phi. The
semi-finais o f the Trivia Bowl were also held that
night.

The works of Kick Ward, an
inmate at Southern Michigan
State Prison in Jackson, can be
seen at Lake Superior Hall.
They arc part of a conference
on Art Therapy to be held here
on May 19.

The Flea Market, an efficient personal fund
raiser, was set up on Thursday. Then it was
Almost Anything Goes, a 'wild and wolly' event.
Eight teams participating. Ravine Apts, came in
first, and second place went to Grand River Apts.
That night, the finals of the Trivia Bowl were
held. The winning team was Kansas City Kings,
composed of Kurt Burgess, Steve Alderich, Mark
Chiklich, and Spenser Nebel. The WSRX Mad
Dogs, with John Keiting as captain, were second.
The crowd looked on Friday as the Mudflaps
came in first out of fourteen teams competing in
the Paddleless Canoe Race. Later that evening,
comedy movies, sponsored by Schlitz Brewing,
were diown in Manitou Hall. There was a new
event this year, the Student Leadership Awards
8anquet. About one hundred people were present
as tribute was paid to students showing leader
ship goals in areas such as major programming,
academic governance, media and others.
Saturdays activities held the All Bike Tour and
the Disco Cabaret.
Phil was pleased with the response and turn
out, "The weathercooperated, all went well, and
everyone seemed to have fun. We're going to do
it again next year."
Dean Mehler felt that 'though the professional
staff gave a great deal of guidance, it was thestuwho did the 'hand* on' work of the events.
Not even considering the fun that people had at
the events all see, the learning experience o f the
students who produced and participated is price
less.” This, he felt wee where the true value of
Student Life Week lay. He "would like to thank
all the students srfto worked on it, and give a spe
cial tribute to Phil O'Leary.

|c
5
£

Day Care Center M ay Close
by Nancy Hatton
There is a 1 to 7 staff/child
ratio at the Center. Certified
(DAY CARE CENTER)—The
teachers direct the programs;
GVSC Day Care Center may
they are assisted by college and
not be in operation for the first
some high school students.
time this summer because of
low summer enrollment and
budget problems, according to
D EPA RTM EN T O F
Margaret Bilsky, supervisor of
the Center.
N ATURAL
According to Ms. Bilsky, it is
RESO U RCES
imperative that parents who
plan to enroll their children in
the summer program n o tify the
Full • time summer jobs
center as soon as possible. The
available fo r work - study
Day Care Center is in operation
from 7:45 am to 6:15 pm and
students.
accepts children from 2% to 6
Areas Include:
years of age.
"The Center is operated with
Traverse City
G rayling,
planned programming, striking
Baldwin and various others
a balance between teacher ini
tiated activities and free choice in the state .
activities," Ms. Bilsky says.
Contact the Student
"There is also a balance be
Employment Office in Seidtween the time spent in quiet
man House immediately
and active activities."
(895-6611, ext. 238)
Besides planned activities,
children play outdoors in a well to determine your eligibilitv
equipped area and also inside,
for these openings.
where the Center has a variety
ol toys.

The enrollment in the Day
Care Center's summer program
is usually about two-thirds that
of enrollment during the aca
demic year.
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JAZZ AND BLU ES 7 9
by Linda Merlotti
Tomorrow is the 5th Annual Jazz and Blues Festival, and it promises to be a bigger, if n o t better,
show than in the past. Headlining the Festival is Mitch Ryder, along with Mighty Joe Young, Bryan
Lee and many others.
The Jazz and Blues Festival originated in 1972 as primarily a Blues Concert. Jeff Nemens and Jeff
Brown (then a student) were the organizers. This first concert was sponsored by Student Activities and
the Executive Committee o f Student Congress (now defunct). Otis Rush was the first headliner.
A t some point after the initial concert, the Vet's Brotherhood (also defunct) took over sponsorship
o f the concert. WSRX helped, and it was at this point that jazz was introduced.
The '79 Festival w ill be different from those in the past in several respects. The Vets Brotherhood
officially phased out it's involvement last year, so they are no longer co sponsoring the show. What is
also different is that an alcohol ban w ill be enforced. WSRX disc jockey, Steve Aldrich says, 'We re
expecting cooperation from people because we've publicized the ban well enough in advance.' People
w ill be reminded o f the ban through the publicity and also by the signs in the parking lots asking
people to leave any alcohol in their car. If people still choose to bring it to the Festival they will be
asked to return their beverages to the car. If they choose not to do so, they w ill be given the option of
pouring it out, or not getting past the gate. "We will not be confiscating alcohol, we'll be dumping it
o u t", says Aldrich. There w ill be no personal searches, and no searches of purses. If people bring
coolers, they w ill be asked to open it and remove any alcohol they have. Soft drinks are, of course
acceptable, and mocktails w ill be available at the bar adjacent to the Hardy Room in the Campus Cent
er. The Snack Bar w ill be remaining open extra hours as it has in the past.
The Campus Center w ill be open until 5 pm. The bottom floor will remain open after that so rest
rooms w ill be available.

Emergency medical care w ill be on hand in the Hardy Room. Emergency Medical Technicians will
be on call to treat overdoses of sun (and what not), cuts, scratches, and so forth.
The Student Senate Programming Committee allocated the largest budget ever for this years festi
val. Booking began in January, and it became apparent that entertainment prices have increased sub
stantially over the last year. "We became very thankful for the allocation", Aldrich said.
Bands were finalized by the first week of Spring Term.
Many people have worked hard for the Jazz and Blues Festival. Stephen Aldrich and Dan DeKorne
are responsible for producing the show, Tracy Tobin is in charge of feeding, housing, and in general,
coordinating activities for performers once they arrive.
Dan Castle is coordinator for the stage crews and backstage security, something he has done for
several years.
Steve Gilbert and Ron Darlington are handling the general security efforts such as parking and
gate arrangements. The general security crew is there to help, not hassle you. They will be wearing
yellow T -shirts.
Curt Hansen as the Chairperson o f the Student Senate Programming Committee allocates for the
festival as well as over-seeing and administrating the money. Tom Syrek took care of business in gene
ral, and was responsible fordrafting the original budget request.
Jeff Brown, as Director of Student Activities, is ultimately responsible for all programming events.
"W ithout Jeff Brown's assistance and experience (with the Dome's concerts) it would be much more
difficult for us to produce the show," claims Aldrich.
Approximately 10,000 people are expected to attend this years Jazz and Blues Festival. WSRX
will be broadcasting simultaneously as they have in the past.

Friday’s Lineup Unbeatable
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
"M itch Ryder's Heaviest H its "
(Crewe)
"D e tro it"
(Paramount)
" H o w ! Spent M y Vacation"
(Seeds and Stems)
Ryder also appears on two tracks on
the "Michigan Rocks” Anthology
(Seeds and Stems)

Mitch Ryder needs no in tro 
duction. He qualified for Rock
N'Roll-Legend status long ago.
The only question is, just what
is Mitch Ryder doing at a Blues
and Jazz Festival? Well, in the
words of Bryan Lee, "In the
old days people like Little
Richard, Chuck Berry, and
James Brown played Rock and
Roll, but it was really Rythm
and Blues." To that we add that
no white kid ever sang R & B
like Mitch Ryder did, and for
that matter, still does. As for
jazz credentials, check out the
track, "The Jon" from Mitch's
latest album.
It took a number of incar
nations before William Levise
Jr. emerged as Mitch Ryder in

the mid 1960's. Between 1965
and 1967, Mitch and his band.
The Detroit Wheels, racked up
5 straight top 10 hits, including
"Jenny Take A Ride", Sock It
to me Baby" and the biggest
o f all, "Devil With A Blue Dress
O n". Following the relentless
R & B energy of these hits,
Ryder attempted to broaden his
appeal by recording middle-ofthe-road material. This move
proved to be a disaster, as it to 
tally alienated the old fans, and
failed to pick up as many new
ones. As it ended up, Ryder
split from his producer, Bob
Crewe, and became a free agent.
After a lay-off, Ryder return
ed modestly with a Steve
Cropper-produced album, "The
Detroit-Memphis Experiment".
It wasn’t until Mitch returned
to Detroit to assemble another
band that thinqs really picked
up. Mitch grabbed some of the
best players the Motor City had
to offer, and dubbed the band
"D e tro it". Until then, Mitch
had been known primarily as
a singles artist, never really

Stories by Stephen Aldrich

delivering the big album. De
troit's untitled 1971 LP chang
ed all that, an incredible blast
of R & B soaked Rock and
Roll. Despite the brilliance of
that album, it failed to sell as
well as it should have, and soon
Detroit had disbanded, leaving
Mitch in the cold. Packing it
in, Ryder headed for Colorado
where he dropped out o f music
entirely for three years, work
ing in a warehouse.
Plotting a return,' the first
step was to form his own re
cord company (Seeds and
Stems) avoiding the business
hassles of the past. Secondly,
Ryder needed a band. Re
turning to Detroit, Mitch se
lected some fine young musi
cians from many of Detroit's
best bands. The ensuing album,
"How I Spent My Vacation",
and recent live shows have in
dicated that indeed, Mitch is
back. Few Performers have ever
generated as much energy as
Mitch Ryder, and Friday even
ing, the Campus Center lawn is
gonna jump.

SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
“ Blues w ith a Touch o f Sou!"
(Delmark)
"Chicken Heads"
(Ovation)
"M ighty Joe Young "
(Ovation)
Joe can be heard as a rythm guitarist
on countless albums on the Delmark
label. He is also heard on two tracks
on the 1972 Ann Arbor Blues and
Jazz Festival Album (Atlantic).

In putting together this years
festival, we were constantly ask
ed if Mighty Joe Young would
return. We were actually way
ahead of everybody, as Young
was the first performer to be
contacted.
Young, who had been fooling
around with the guitar since
ekilaiikMAj
M
lt>
fruinW
Kjfn.
---------------------,y
.......
—
—
r .......
—
le lf under the spell o f the great
Texas bluesman T-Bone Walker.
It was at this p o in t, at the age
o f seventeen, when Joe decided
to get serious about the guitar.

After years of playing, Joe
headed for Chicago, where he
became the guitarist for the
legendary, Howlin' Wolf Band.
After leaving Wolf, Joe experi
enced a couple of lean year, be
fore finally joining up with Otis
Rush's band. It was here that
he picked up the "Mighty"
nickname. By 1963, Joe was
able to put together his own
band, and that's the way it's
been ever since.
Throughout 1963 and '64,
Joe recorded a string of locally
successful singles which boosted
his reputation on the Chicago
club scene. By 1966 he was in
heavy demand for session work,
recording with Willie Dixon,
Maaic
to
—
— < r- - Sam
—
» and Albert Kina,
—name a few. In 1968, Tyrone
Davis hit the top of all the
charts with his million seller,
"Can I Change My Mind", and
the man behind the irresistable

guitar lick that fueled that song
was none other that Joe Young.
In the early 70's, Joe cut his
first album, "Blues With A
Touch of Soul". The title aptly
described the music inside. A f
ter enhancing his international
reputation with an import re
lease, Joe signed up with Ova
tion Records, releasing, "Chick
en Heads" in 1974 and "Mighty Joe Young" in 1976. Both al
bums display the emergence of
Joe Young, not only as an out
standing guitarist and vocalist,
but also as composer of some
top notch R & B influenced
blues tur ,.
Mi' .iy Joe Young's love of
pr orming is obvious. His per
formance here last September
showed him to be one of the
most durable performers around. Joe Young is going to
close out this years festival
with a high degree of class.
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Jazz and Blues

ToysWanted

‘0 ur Town ’ Has
Real Characters,
Good Performances

Bryan Lee

M adcat Ruth
by Stephen Aldrich
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY:
Madcat Ruthand Chris Brubeck
with Dave Brubeck:
"T w o Generations o f Brubeck "
(Atlantic)
"Brother, The Great Spirit Made Us
A ll "
(Atlantic)
"T ruth Is Fallen”
(Atlantic)

with Sky King:
"Secret Sauce"
(Columbia)

with New Heavenly Blue
"New Heavenly Slue "
(Atlantic)
"Educated Homegrown "
(RCA-out o f p rin t)

Chris only, with Larry Coryell
and The Brubecx Brothers:
"Better Than L ive"
(Direct Disc Labs)

While still in high school,
Peter Ruth picked up an album
by Sonny Terry and Brownie
McGhee to check out Brownie's
guitar style. As it turned out, it
was Sonny's raw harmonica
work that really grabbed Peter,
and sent him on his way to do
some amazing things of his own
with the harp. In the following
years, "Madcat" Ruth not only
became a master blues harpist,
but he's taken the harmonica
into many unorthodox settings
as well.
It was in the late 60's when
Madcat hooked up with Chris
Brubeck, who was putting to
gether a group. New Heavenly
Blue. Chris, already an accomp
lished trombonist and bassist,
received his musical indoctri
nation as a child at home.

listening to rehearsals of one of
the great Jazz groups of all
time. The Dave Brubeck Quar
tet. Under Chris' leadership,
with Madcat in tow, New Heav
enly Blue recorded albums for
RCA and Atlantic, and began
touring with the Brubeck Quar
tet. When the Quartet disband
ed, Dave Brubeck recruited
Chris along with brothers,
Danny and Darius, to form two
generations of Brubeck, featur
ing Madcat as "guest soloist".
After touring the world and re
cording two fine albums, Chris,
along with Madcat, formed a
new fusion group. Sky King,
which resulted in LP, "Secret
Sauce” on Columbia.
Madcat didn't limit hjs ser
vices
exclusively
to
the
Brubecks during these years.
He's also performed with such
notables as Paul Siebel, Steve
Goodman and David Bromberg.
Madcat began to feel the need
to do his own music as well,
and he's become a much
sought-after performer on the
folk club circuit.
The sounds Madcat can get
from a simple marine band harp
are astounding. He can take you
from early folk styles to raging
electric blues, complete with
feedback shrieks. Dave Brubeck
himself has called Madcat, "one
of the great Jazz soloists in
terms of getting an audience.
He's got that magical quality."
The extra "magical quality"
Madcat and Chris create to
gether will make some great
afternoon listening, to lie back
and enjoy.

Local Bands for J & B
by Stephen Aldrich
In looking for solid jazz acts, we didn't have to
look far. The name, "Dar Zootz", may be new
but the musicians involved have been working to
gether for sometime. Der Zootz is led by Robin
Connell, one of the leading woman musician and
composers in the area. Shell have ample help from
the rest of Der Zootz.
Question Manh and the Lamarians will contrib
ute the same hi#) energy jazz that was a highlight
of last week's Eaetown Street Fair. Laader/drummer Randy Manh is best known for his work with
the Mike Grace Trio, but he's also backed Jazz not
ables like Kenny and Bill Barron, Al Gray and
Jimmy Forrest.
Both acts are long overdue on the festival

by Stephen Aldrich
When introduced to Bryan
Lee at last year's festival, I met
a gentle, soft spoken person.
Having never seen his act be
fore, he hardly seemed like the
majority of perfomers I've run
into. An hour later, it was a
very different Bryan Lee that
was onstage. This man was
roaring the blues, running down
the demons with his guitar,
visibly vibrating from whatever
force possessed him, while the
Street Shuffle Band provided
ample boogie power behind
him. That Bryan Lee captured
the afternoon crowd and didn't
let go.
Although blind since child
hood, Lee took up guitar at age
12, and a year later, he organiz
ed his first band. By the mid
60's his group, The Embers,
had a fair degree of success in
his home state o f Wisconsin.
In the following years, Bryans's
interest turned to Blues and
R & B. His guitar style heavily
reflects that of his friend and
idol, the late Freddie King.
Lee's high energy boogie has
made him a favorite on the mid
west circuit, putting him on the
road 28 days a month, 10
months a year. Lee is the only
performer to have appeared at
each of the past Blues and Jazz
Festivals, and he requested to
play again this year. That's fine
with us, so get ready, because
the "Blind Giant of the Blues"
is gonna do it again.

GRAND RAPIDS
URBAN CORPS
Full

-

time sum mer jobs

available fo r work

-

study

students

by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
(LAT)—Last week, May 10-12, Grand Valley State Colleges' Per
forming Arts Center presented "Our T ow n'" a play written by
Thornton Wilder. Staged in the Louis Armstrong Theater and dir
ected by Max Bush, this production proved to be one of their
most successful plays o f the year.
In this play two factors were in effect: First, utilizing these
young actors ages and talents, presenting them as not only accept
able but realistic characters. And secondly, establishing (through
pantomine) setting and objects. Max Bush did an excellent job of
overcoming both of these elements, turning them to the play's
favor.
This popular and often performed play is about the life and
daily events that occur in the small town o f Grover's Corners in
New Hampshire. Staged in three acts, the first act introduces the
characters and outlines the history, giving vital statistics of the
town. Through the narration of the Stage Manager, we are carried
into the housesofthe Gibbs and Webb families, taking us from sun
up through an entire day.
The second act revolves around the love affair between two
neighbor children, George Gibbs and Emily Webbs. It shows how
the two, at the end of their junior year in high school, fall in love,
and the moving and somewhat humorous, wedding scene which re
sults.
In the third act, the mood and set are transferred, to the town's
cemetery, where after the passing o f nine years many of its former
citizens now reside. Here, the play offers its own views on the
living and the dead. Emily, dying in childbirth, is led to her grave.
Wishing to go back to life to live again with her memories, she re
turns only to realize the pain and agony which accompany know
ing what w ill come in the future. Thus, finding how impossible it
is to re-live the past, she returns to the cemetery.
William Wilczynski headed the cast, defivering good perfor
mance as the Stage Manager. However, the strongest performances
were by John W. Parrish, who played Dr. Gibbs, and Scott Sperry,
who played his son, George. Both of these actors provided a con
sistency and humor that was not only good, but intrinsic.
Also the supporting actors played a large part in they play's
success. Kate Reaves, Rebecca Lemsen and Dan Sutherland, gave
performances that, though they were not large, were very good,
and tremendously important.
David Hunsberger, Cindy Stevens and Leslie Vondrak, also de
livered commendable performance^ playing Mr. Webb, Mrs. Webb,
and Emily Webb, respectively.
Although this play was successful as far as presentation goes, it
failed to bring in a large audience. Grand Valley's student body
and staff have yet to show a considerable interest in theater. Thus,
the Theater Department continues to desperately search for a play
or gimmick to bring a major crowd into the Louis Armstrong
Theater.

FARM ER

geum

Grand Rapid*

Public Library
Rapid*

Grand

Park* Dept.

Grand Rapid* Trea*urer’*
Dept,

61*t District Court

Kent Oak* Hospital .
Other position* are
ai*o available in

History of Ja2z
The Department of Jazz Stud
ies of the Performing Arts
Center of Grand Valley State
Colleges will present four jazz
ensembles and Professor of
Woodwinds, Mr. Paul Grischke
in concert on Wednesday, May
23, at 8:00p.m.in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre in the
Calder Fine Arts Center. In
eluded will be:
1.
The GVSC Studio Jazz
Orchestra
2. Two PAC Small Jazz
Ensembles
3. Professor Grischke, Alto
Saxophone Soloist.
4. GVSC Saxophone
Quartet
Professor Grischke recently
returned from Fargo, North
Dakota where he presented
clarinet and saxophone wood
wind clinics, and the GVSC
Studio Jazz Orchestra has re
cently returned from a tour of
nine west Michigan high
schools and will perform in
Festival '79 in Grand Rapids.
The annual concert entitled
"The Living History of Jazz,"
includes music by such jazz
composers as Count Basie,
Mark Taylor, Charlie Parker,
Gerry
Mulligan,
Sammy
Nestico, Michelle LeGrand,
Gene Krupa, and others, in
cluding GVSC award winning
student-composer,
Robin
Connell. Her original compo
sition, a bossa nova named
"Teal," w ill be featured, ac
cording to Professor Daniel
Kovats, Director of Jazz Stu
dies. Admission is $1.00 at
the door.

J O H N ’S

★ HAPPY HOUR M O N .-F R I.*
2 - 6p.m.

Apenoifs include:
(Jrand Rapid* Public M ii -

The Community Organiza
tion class is sponsoring a
clothes and toy drive for the
Parent Child Living Center on
May 25 from 2 5 in the Cam
pus Center Laural Room.
They especially need cloth
ing for toddlers and also
puzzles. All items in fair to
good condition will be accept
ed and appreciated.
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International Students

River Run a Great Success

Travel, Eat and Perform
by Tim Mengel
On the weekend o f May 19
and 20th, approximately 25
international students from
GVSC w ill be traveling to
Cedar Point and Holland,
Michigan as just one o f their
many activities this Spring.
According to International
Student Advisor, Lisa DuBois,
the trip to the nationally
famous amusement park in
Sandusky, Ohio is an annual
Spring event.
The international students
w ill be leaving fo r Cedar Point
from the Campus Center at
5 am in tw o state owned vans.
Their scheduled arrival at
Cedar Point is at 10 am, where
they w ill be spending the en
tire day. Their motel accomo
dations are in the town of
Fremont, Ohio, just outside of
Sandusky.
On their way back to GVSC
Sunday afternoon, the stu
dents will stoo in Holland to

view the tu lip displays, and
visit the tulip farm and Wind
mill Island.
The individual cost per stu
dent including transportation,
accomodations and admission
to Cedar Point is $25.00.
On Saturday afternoon,
May 12th, the opportunity for
the GVSC international stu
dents to get together with
their host families for a potluck picnic at Douglas Walker
Park was cancelled due to rain.
On the Saturday afternoon of
May 26th, at 1 pm, the in
ternational students will have
another chance for a day o f
eating, relaxing, softball, frisbee, volleyball and other
games as they would have had
on May 12th.
Other activities by the inter
national students this Spring
include cuitural awareness
programs.
The Kosraen students, Paul
Aaron, A rthy Nena, Robert

Sigrah, Reedson Abraham and
Nena Timothy
performed
their traditional stick dances
to about 150 school children
at Oakdale Elementary School
in Grand Rapids on March 28.
Dominique
Bouvet
from
France presented a program at
Oakdale on April 11. Ingrid
Ortner from Austria will also
present one on May 30th.
The
Japanese
students
Masahiko
Koshita,
Haruo
Yamamoto, Yuichi Kondo,
and Keiko Abe entertained
members and guests of the
Zeeland Rotary Club at Point
West in Holland on April
19th. The dinner was a fund
raising event sponsored by the
Rotary for the Youth For
Understanding Program, and
the menu was planned by the
Japanese students. They pre
sented a cultural orientation
to Japan through discussion
and music.-

by Mike Hubbell
.
It was a 55 degree drizzly day. Over 2,200 mottley colored bouncing contestants stood awaiting
the 2nd Annual Old Kent River Bank Run. Runners o f every imagineabh size and shape competed in
the 25 kilometer run and Greg Meyer finished first with a course record o f 1 hour, 14 minutes and
seconds, well ahead of the many enduring contestants.
The River Run was a unique experience for the runner and the audience alike. One oni °o er re
marked, upon seeing the gregarious runners sprinting by, "Now I know how Vietnam felt uring t e
invasion o f the Chinese". An annual invasion of jogging enthusiasts that included wheelchair racers,
a man on rollerskates, one jogger leading his panting dog, and youthful runners such as year o c
Jimmy Carothers, along with the "grey foxes" who advertise their immortality with every footfall.
The oldest runner was 71 year old Ed Wiberg.
,
The 25 kilometer course was jammed with spectators along the way. They cheered the dampened
runners on, and offered them water and energy rejuvenating orange slices. By standing by an watc
ing the race, one rejoiced at the sight of the physical prowess of the lead runners, and e t sympa
for the wheezing tail runners.
.
,
The marathon runners began and ended their Saturday "jaunt" at the Calder m downdown Grand
Rapids. It took one minute and 18 seconds for the entire mass of entrants to cross the starting line
after the starting gun sounded the beginning of a very successful annual run. Most of the runners eit er
competed with runners of their own speed, or they competed with themselves and the clock. Although
the constestants were quite weary at the end of the run, they had self-assured smiles to counteract
the blisters and soreness.
^
,
. ___
There was also a 3,000 meter (1.86 miles) Fitness Run for those runners who shun the marathon
and strive for the th rill of speed rather than endurance. Among the Fitness Run contestants were 1
wheelchair racers. David Kroon, a member of the Pacers wheelchair baketball team
among the wheelchair runners, with a time of 15 minutes and seven secon s- 1
9
ness run with a time of 9 minutes and 18 seconds. The Fitness Run traversed the downtown area and
ended at the Calder. The crowd was so dense around the Calder that the first contestant missed the
entrance to the finish line and had to be guided back.
Overall, both of the races were well run and practically hazard free. Complaints were made of the
fume spewing observers' cars, parked running by the marathon course. The large amount of runners
caused problems at the refreshment areas, as runners attempted to cross over toward the liquid bear
ing tables. Ken Glaser, a Grand Valley student said, "I tried to grab the first cup of electolite, but
was hit in the elbow by another runner, which forced me to empty the cup into my eye. Ken fini
shed the race in two hours and four minutes.
Marathon runs are becoming quite popular in the area. The large turnout for this yearsRiver un
helped to bolster the fitness attitude of both the contestantsaind^thejidm jrm jM udien^

Eastown Street Fair
Damp but Fun
by Linda Merlotti
The Eastown Community Association, in conjunction with the
area's businesses, sponsored the 7th Annual Eastown Street Fair
last Saturday.
Though the day was damp and overcast, the weather didn't
dampen many spirits. Around 4,000 hearty souls turned out to
celebrate and meet old friends.
Businesses and artists displayed their crafts, along with organi
zations seeking to add to their coffers.
The Street Fair attracts everybody from bikers to babies, and
they all have a good time. Though the parade was rained on, the
gods deigned that Eastown had suffered enough, and the fair went
on.
Three stages were set up to provide continual entertainment.
The Planet People attracted a large number o f people with their
original compositions (reminiscent o f Frank Zappa) along with
their unusual appearance. The Muscat Ramblers had people danc
ing in the streets and left them crying for more.
Belly dancers also graced the stage, along with the United
Stage, Jake the Shake, Knights o f the Flame, Boyfrenz, and the
Ira Mayor Band.
Tom Foote, of the United Stage, delighted children and adults
alike with his improptu show in the middle of the Old Kent Bank
parking lot.
The Intersection Tavern and the Eastown Saloon also packed
them in, and generously donated their cover charges to ECA.
Children had the unique experience of playing in the street
without worrying about being run over. Lake Drive was blocked
off for the fair, and children spent their time creating their
works of art.
While the many people enjoyed the music and other entertain
ment, they did not want for food and drink. Hotdogs, hamburgers,
barbeques, cotton candy, candy apples, coffee, soft drinks and
alcohol lifted the spirits of an already snirited crowd. Many, many
brown paper bagged bottles could be found in hands, pockets and
purses.
The Eastown Community Association added a new money mak
ing venture this year. Barrels were placed near the stages so that
the milling crowd could contribute their recyclable cans and bot
tles. Judging from the quantity of recyclables that were thrown in,
this was a profitable idea, and helped to keep the area somewhat
dean.
If you've never been to a Street Fair, attend next year's.You'll
run Into people you haven't seen for a long time, and hare fun
doing it.

EASY

N ew M elloYello
tastes so lemony good
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‘Everything Goes’ is Fun
Vietnam Veterans

Vietnam Vets Week w ill be held May 28June 3, according to a proclamation signed
by President Carter. The week is to, as the
proclamation says, "let us as a Nation ex
press our sincere thanks for the service of
all Vietnam-era veterans.
A National Conference on Vietnam-Era
Veterans is being held simultaneously, May
30th-June 1st, in Washington D.C. The Na
tional Conference is organized to salute the
Vietnam-era veterans and to discuss their ass
istance programs, such as the G.l. Bill, healthcar, and jobs.

involving all the dorms and apartments.
Among the outrageous and
competitive games in this e
vent were 'The Flour Sling",
"Have-a-Ball", "The Obstacle
Course", "Pillow Talk", and
perhaps the most zany and im
aginative one of all, "Super
Student.”
This last game matched up
two teams, involved a golf car,
overalls, cap and gown, bana
nas, orange juice, cheer-lead
ers, and three people from
each team. And what they did
with
these
things
you
wouldn't believe.
The week marked the end
ing of mid-terms, the beginningof beautiful weather, and
the breaking of the "Studysyndrome" monotony.

Thomas Sumner'

Week Coming Soon

by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
Last week, contrary to the
usual air of business and dedi
cated study that surrounds the
campus o f Grand Valley, there
was a mild and pleasant breeze
of frolic and fun. Because last
week, as well as the arrival of
the most beautiful weather
we've had thus far this year, it
was STUDENT LIFE WEEK.
Student Life Week is the an
nual event that offers to the
residents of the campus
shows, parties, tournament
games, and lots of fun.
One of the most bizarre
events o f the week was that of
the infamous "Almost Every
thing Goes" games. Taking
place late Thursday afternoon
on the Robinson Field, this
was somewhat of a decathlon

Bandarray! Brings
Many to Campus

A rt in Wood Display
H as N o Secrets

Prisoner Creates Art
From Despair
by Linda Merlotti
Rick Ward is a 35 year old inmate at Southern Michigan State
Prison. He is serving a 15-30 year sentence for armed robbery.
Ward is also a very talented artist. Some of his work is on display
here at Grand Valley in Lake Superior Hall, as a part of the A rt
Therapy Conference to be held on May 19.
Ward suffered through loneliness as a child and dropped out o f
school in the 7th grade. He has had no formal training in art, yet
has considerable skill, as can be ascertained from viewing his work.
His art is as fascinating as his life story. Intense, despairing and
gripping, his work has nothing that is not needed to convey emo
tion.
The emotions expressed are pow erful-too powerful for words.
In his paintings, Ward depicts the black moments that can and do
lead to suicide. Which is something that Ward knows about, since
he's attempted it several times.
His therapist has noted that , "Richard never saw Munch's
'Scream', he lived it" , as can be seen from his untitled work at
Lake Superior Hall.
Since he paints from his own experiences and emotions, the
reoccuring themes in his work are pain and alone-ness. Most of
ten only one figure dominates his paintings.
Before he began painting, Rick Wark could not express the emo
tions that threatened to destroy him. Through his art, he began to
let those dangerous emotions out, end could then confront and
understand that which could not have been understood before.
Ward characterizes this new ability as a "rebirth", since he could
begin not only to understand himself, but also could see his selfworth.
While Ward's turnabout from self-destruction to self-apprecia
tion is the more dramatic and inspiring story, art therapy has been
in use in a number of cases. Kent Oaks Hospital in Grand Rapids
utilizes art as a form of self-expression for depressed and/or with
drawn patients. The woman known only to us as "Sybil" also
used her art as a way of expressing the conflict that went on be
tween herself and her many different personalities. Art therapy
can be applied to any disability.
William James College regularly offers courses in art therapy.
This form of therapy offers an enlightened way of treating emo
tionally disturbed people in a way that is helpful to both patient
and therapist. It is a long way from the dungeon* and drugs that
characterized "therapy" not to very long ago.
The A rt Therapy Conference is open to anyone "vaguely in
terested" according to David Greenwood, intructor in art and
art therapy at WJC.
Ward's work will be on display until May 26th.

by Mike Hubbell
An educational and artistically rewarding show of fine wood
works is presently being displayed on campus. The show, entitled
"The Spirit of Art in Wood" is being presented by John M.
Edwards and the Fine Woodworking classes at TJC, with special
gratitude to the Grand Rapids Public Museum.
The show contains many historical pieces donated by the
Grand Rapids Public Museum, featuring several chairs of varying
historical periods and American wood pieces like a Winnebago
Indian pipe stem make of pine wood and porcupine quills, and a
pine carved chain. A large 19th century hay fork was another un
usual wood piece displayed.
John ivi. bdwards has several wookworks including; an osage
orange necklace, a zebra wood vase, and several small wooden ani
mals, carved and hand painted by Edward and Mary Ellen
McNauton.
Several student works include: Michael Luke's "Kenya Chair",
a colorful walnut chair with marimaekko cloth; a coffee table of
several woods and "Wood Inlay Drawing No.2", both by John P.
Roberts; several small boxes crafted by Steven Oliver; an exquisite
box made of zebra wood with olive elm swirl inlay by Marc
Hewitt; and a walnut female form by Peter Guilform
These are just a few o f the pieces being displayed at "The
Spirit of A rt in Wood" show. The show is perhaps best explained
by Tschuang Tse's story of a woodcarver, in which the woodcarver
explains his craft, "I am a man who works with his hands and I
hav,e no secrets" The artistic quality of these historical and fresh
woodworks is no secret. One can view the woodwork in the
Zumberge Library, Lake Huron Hall, and the Calder Fine Arts
Center, through May 25th.

by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
On May 11, Grand Valley's campus was the setting for the musi
cal collage, "Bandarray!" This event combined the orchestrations
o f Grand Valley's musicians, with those o f the sixteen visiting
high school s. And together they provided inescapable musical
pleasure.
The Louis Armstrong Theater, and the lawns of the Campus
Center and library, were the choosen sites fo r the presentations.
The array of bands began playing at 10 am, and continued their
performances until 5 pm, displaying seven hours o f versatile music.
They played such melodious styles as blues, pop, classical, musical
theater, and jazz; putting together a fine variety capable o f pleas
ing all.
Of course, the performances o f Grand Valley's musicians were
the featured events of the day. At noon,Grand Valley State Col
leges' Studio Jazz Orchestra, directed by Daniel Kovats, gave a su
perb presentation in the Louis Armstrong Theater. It was later
followed by the GVSC Faculty Woodwinds, and the GVSC Con
cert Band, directed by William Root, which were also presented in
the Louis Armstrong Theater.
However, although Bandarray was an activity o f performances,
educational experiences were also added for the high school stu
dents. At three o'clock that day the music department provided
what they called, "Clinics." These were workshops designed and
directed by Grand Valley's music instructors. They offered such
mini-courses as, "The A rt of Ensemble", "The Characteristic
Brass Sound", "Making Oboe and Bassoon Reeds", "Flute Em
bouchure and Tone Production", "The Clarinet", "The Percus
sion Ensemble", and "Reading Jazz Rhthm Patterns."
This format of bringing in high school students to perform,
receive relative instructive courses, and become acquainted with
our campus, will be repeated Friday by our Theater Department,
in hopes o f recruiting theater students.
Thus Bandarray became a presentation beneficial to all; The
visitors were able to perform and experience our scenic campus.
The college and students and staff were able to audience this
marvelous exhibition, and the Music Department was able to
stimulate and lure future Grand Valley students.___

THERE’S A REASON
. NURSES GET
MORE RESPONSIBILITY
IN THE NAVY.
THEY’RE NAVY OFFICERS.
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One side of her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.
On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer.
It makes a difference.
Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their
patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital
corps men and other clin'al and administrative personnel.
Their choice of specialties is from thirteen different fields,
with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent
salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money
can’t buy—the pride and respect of a Navy officer.
For the complete story, speak to your local recruiter.
Cheryl B. Naunann
426 Clinton St.
Detroit, Mi.
Collect:

(313) 226-3700
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La kers More
Than a .500 Team
Never judge a book by its
cover.
Likewise, one can't
look at the GVSC baseball
team's 16-13 record and pass
them o ff simply as being 3
games over .500.
Sure, they may have wound
up their season by losing out
in the District 23 tournament
to Aquinas and then dropping
2 to Central Michigan on Mon
day, but this team is an awful
lo t more than just " 3 games
over .500".
A closer look reveals an 11-3
record in GLIAC play and the
conference championship, not
to mention numerous individual
achievements.
One can’t look at the Lakers
then walkaway w ithout notic
ing their 5 all-conference play
ers, the league Most Valuable
Player, Larry David's record
smashing homeruns, Ed Norris'
.991 fielding average, Stacey
Bosworth's
18-game hitting
streak, and the team's .297 bat
ting average, one of the highest
in the league.
"We had an outstanding ball
club," said coach Phil Regan,
"We played good competition.
We were only blown away once
(A 15-6 loss to the University

of D etroit)."
The Laker's season came to a
close last Monday when they
dropped
a doubleheader to
Central 6-4 and 5 4. Last Fri
day, they were defeated 10-8
by Aquinas in the District 23
championship game.
Earlier, the Lakers had fallen
to Spring Arbor 2-0 in the
tourney's opening game. The
Lakers then rebounded to whip
Ferris State 6-1. A rematch
with Spring Arbor resulted in a
17-1 Laker victory.
Such is
revenge.
Then came the Aquinas
game.
"The weather hurt us," con
tends Regan, "Aquinas had won
33 or 34 games before they
played us."
Meanwhile, Regan's Lakers
had only played 29 games.
"O ur pitchers never got into
a rotation because of the
weather.
They didn't start
covering any ground until late
in the season," added Regan, re
ferring to the freedom allowed
by the improving weather.
But it was good enough to
win the GLIAC crown with.
"Y ou had to have 4 or 5
good pitchers to win, and we
had them." Regan added, "I
saw a great improvement in the

league. Hillsdale finished ahead
of (perrenial power) Wayne
State and Oakland is tough, a
real good baseball school."
Looking ahead to next year,
the Lakers are faced with the
unenviable job of replacing
pitchers Jim Marr, Jack Scholten, and Roger McCoy. Also
gone will be catcher Steve
Dowler, infielders Ed Norris
and Andy Chopp, and outfield
er Stacey Bosworth.
Marr, Scholten, Dowler, and
Bosworth were all GLIAC all
stars.
Bosworth was the
league's MVP.
But there is also a lot coming
back.
Slugger Larry David will re
turn to pad his career homerun
record. All GLIAC performer
Terry Smith w ill be back. And
1st baseman Brian Leja will
return. Leja, who had 4 homeruns this year, has 7 in his
GVSC career, only 2 short of
teammate and recordholder
David.
So things are looking good
for next year. But this is this
year, and its time to take a brief
timeout and stand up and rec
ognize the 1979 Laker baseball
team, a team that was more
than just "3 games over .500''.

vach Phil Reagan's Lakers finished at 16-13 but that does not mean that this type of enthusiasm was lackg. It was a better year than it seemed.

Thomas Sumner

by Rhett Stuart

Concentration is the name of the game, and as far as Ann Rancourt's softball team is concerned, it is the
only game. The end result was a 21-10 record and yet another conference title.

Women Capture
Fourth GLIAC Title
by Suzanne Joseph
(DOME)—Grand Valley's Wo
men's Softball Team has never
had a losing season, and Coach
Ann Rancourt's Lakor club
kept the tradition going as they
captured their fourth consec
utive Great Lakes crown May 7
at Lake Superior State College.
Grand Valley finished with
an over all record of 21 wins
and 10 losses, and a 9-1 GLIAC
record losing only to Ferris
which was second in the GLIAC
with a 7-3 record.
Junior Marie Hyde pitched a
two-hitter, and allowed no runs,
to finish her season record at
8-6, as the Lakers shut-out
LSSC 5-0 in the first game of a
doubleheader.
Darva Cheyne scored in the
first inning on a passed ball
after walking, advancing to se
cond on a sacrifice by Kim
Martens, and advancing to third
on an error.
Thanks to another base-onballs, three Soo Lakers errors,
and
a
double
by
Peg
u -r r\/c * r
V d l|A \l IlW C I \J,
U V v ik /
three more runs in the third
inning.
Hyde crossed the plate in the

7th for Grand Valley's final
run, after a single and a couple
more LSSC errors.
Freshman Jo Maginity upped
her record to 13-3, allowing
Lake Superior only three hits
and two runs in the second
game of the doubleheader. The
final score was GV-10, LS-2.
Faith Heikkila slugged a
three run homer in the first
inning, Sheri Stinson h it one al
so in the second inning, and
Heikkila another two run hom
er in the third to only mention
a few of the Lakers total eight
hits.
VanAntwerp had two hits,
followed by Cindy Daines,
Rhonda Dykstra, and Ellen
Miller each collecting one hit.
"I am very, very, proud of
this team, when you think about the inexperience and the
number of errors they made,
then look how far they went.
I think they did a heck of a
job" boasted a proud Rancourt.
Rancourt got the fat out of
the "lean," as almost half of
her squad was freshmen. Although they were inconsistent
throughout the season, they
accomplished more than some

people had expected from
them, after losing eight mem
bers from last year's squad.
One thing Rancourt mention
ed she will remember about this
year's season, was the perfor
mance
of
freshman
Jane
Hanson. Hanson, a catcher from
Flint, didn't see much action
behind the plate, but every time
she stepped up to the plate to
pinch hit, she got a base hit,
which really helped in the
State Tournament.
"I am looking forward to
next year, we should have a
strong
team,"
commented
Rancourt. Darva Cheyne, se
cond
baseman, and Sheri
Stinson, outfielder, are the only
two Lakers graduating.

Final GLIAC Standings
1979 Women's Softball
Wins Losses
Grand Valley
Ferris State
Oakland Uni.
Wayne State
Lake Superior
Hillsdale Cel.

Bos MVP Soccer Team Wins
by Rhett Stuart
Five Grand Valley State base
ball players were named to th<
Great Lakes Conference All
league team and senior Stacey
Bosworth was named the
league's Most Valuable Player.
Pitchers Jim Marr (4-3) anc
Jack Scholten (4-2) were both
named to the elite group. Each
had 3-1 records in GLIAC
competition.
Also honored were catchei
Steve Dowler, 3rd basemar
Terry Smith, and rightfieldei
Bosworth
Bosworth,
named
ttw
league's MVP earlier this wee!
batted .404 in GLIAC play.
The Lake Odessa native hr
for a .359 overall average, high
est on the a a n , and finishe<
ttw season with a roaring II
goma hitting streak.
_____

by Rhett Stuart
"We have more potential here than we've had for any team
we've ever had here," said GVSC soccer coach Antonio Herrera
after his young team turned in a near perfect performance against Aquinas College.
The Lakers suprised the Saints 2-1 last week in a Spring
scrimmage.
"We were better organized," said Herrera, "Our players are
willing to learn and that is what is important"
"We have a lot of work to do now," added the /tn year
coach. "We were decimated after last season."
The Lakers are only returning 5 players from last year's
soued. But thanks to a fantastic turnout of newcomers, the
team is able to get in a lo f of meaningful practices and scrim
mages this spring, something that had been lacking in previous
years.

1979 GLIAC CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS
d in , left to right: Coach Ann Rancourt. Jane H «»o n .

Today, the team will be at John Ball Park in Grand R*>ids
to attend a soccer clinic held by the Detroit Express, one of the
finest teams in the North American Soccar League. The clinic,
which begins at 4 pm, will feature several of the Express players
working out with players from many of the local colleges.

s-ndy Putn*n.

jo M ^ i t y

Rhonda Dyk.tr.,

-ijjf HtiltkiU Sharon Stinion. Marcia Brwcol. Darva Cheyne. Manager Maty Sehweifler.
cling left ito right: Peg Van Antwerp. Jerry Heth. Cindy Ddne,. Mme Hyde. Karen Laynwn. Ellen
Idler, K in Marten*,
ho to by: Da»e Gotland
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“ Old M an” M ehler Still Runs

FerHs NaITieS NewA'D
( R if t

by Lee Lamberts
Most o f the runners in the
River Run (last Saturday) were
considered to be in the "prime
o f their life ", that is in their
20's and 30's.
But what about those who
are (supposedly) past their
prime; those who society feels
are "over-the-hill" and too old
or flabby to compete in athle
tic events that are considered
toe strenuous fo r the older
folks.
Dean
of
Student
Life
Richard "D ic k " Mehler is one
of those "older folks", but
even though he is 48 years old,
he is still physically and mental
ly capable o f running with the
"younger" guys and gals.
Discreetly disguised behind
number 382 and hidden in the
depths of the starting crowd of
over 2500, Mehler had close to
two minutes to get his thoughts
together between the sound o f
the starting gun and the time
the last runners crossed the
starting line.
"I had a general feeling of
awe at the start as I was able to
look over the top o f over 2500
runners as they headed down
the hill from the Calder Plaza
on their way from downtown
Grand Rapids to the flat scenic
lowlands of the Grand River
basin."
The race began smoothly
enough, but Mehler said that
there were times when drivers
of autos who were behind the
runners had to be patient while
some o f the slower runners
plodded along.
The runner today is a special
breed and, fast or slow, there
was a strong feeling of camara
derie between them as they
strove to complete the 25 kilo 

meter (15 mile) River Run.
"N o t only is there a per
sonal feeling o f accomplish
m ent," Mehler continued, "but
there is also a clubbish feeling
between runners. The total
attitude o f everyone is that o f
a winner and everyone is a help
to all the others."
The big problem that the
amateur runner (as well as the
"professional" runner) faces is
a "w a ll", a period in the race
when one feels that one can
go no farther mentally as well
as physically.
"The 12-mile mark was my
'w a ll'" Mehler said, "b u t the
mile markers which were set
up turned out to be a great
help, particularly when I hit
my 'wall,'
"There are also the specta
tors and the volunteers at the
Aid Stations who are just as _

encouraging as the other run
ners. When tongues start to
wag, the air is filled with shouts
of 'You're looking good' 'al
most there', and 'hang in there'
to keep the runner's mind off
the pain.
"As one nears the finish
line, the aisle of spectators
is there to complete the excite
ment with cries of 'it's all down
hill,' or 'you got it made now.'"
Mehler completed the race
"still running" in 2 hours 28
minutes, over one hour behind
record-setter Greg Meyer^form
erly of Grand Rapids. But
Mehler was not really that slow.
He finished 1723 of 2538
finishers in a race which he
says "there are no losers."
If nothing else, he proved
to himself that he could do it.
And isn't that what determi
nation is, after all?
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should still be able to win."
But the "golf school" at
Ferris was to be denied a
first place for yet a third time
this season as the Cardinals
of Saginaw Valley held them
off for the second week in a
row to win the Great Lakes
championship.
Ferris finished third the pre
vious weekend (also losing to
Grand Valley) in the NAIA
District 23 Tournament at the
Bay Valley Country Club to
set up their repeat loss to
Saginaw Valley this past week
end.
Unfortunately for the Lak
ers, Tom "Leaf" Leafstrand was

While as Ferris' assistant bas
ketball coach, Davenport led
junior varsity teams to a fiveyear 52-23 record.
He also
assisted the Bulldog varsity un
der head coach Jim Wink from
1970-1977 to a record of 13756, and two Great Lakes Con

Davenport also noted that "I
look forward to the continued
work with Dr. Clark (Dept.
Head for Health, Physical Edu
cation, and Recreation) with
whom I have had a fine working
relationship over the years."

For some (like Greg Meyer) the Old Kent River Run w*t * chance to prove physical endurance and
excellence For most of the others, the River Run was a chance to prove to themselves that they actually
could run 25 kilometers without killing themselves.
But for Kyle Burson, the River Run was the ultimate challange. You sec, Burson has Cerebral Palscy and
the fact that he even competed should inspire us all.
Meyer may have set a new River Run record (in only its second running) but Burson’s efforts make him
a true champion.
His last place finish is secondary when one realizes that he had to ride his bicycle from campus just to
compete in the first place.
True competitors like Kyie Burson are tough to find.

Announcement
The Intramural Tennis Tour
nament has been rescheduled
for May 19 at 10:30 am. If you
wish to enter, sign up in Room
82 of the Fieldhouse.

David
Hits 9

tfRGOS

, by Rhett Stuart
Larry David became the first
baseball player in GVSC history
to hit 9 homeruns in his career,
and he's only a FRESHMANI
After breaking the single sea
son record May 5th against
Aquinas, the young centerfielder set his sights on Ron Velthouse's career mark, set during
1969-72.
The Muskegon native had
tied the mark on Friday against
Ferris State before belting the
milestone homer the next day.
On the year, David batted
.327 and amassed 30 RBI, also
a GVSC single season record.
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636, Ferris had 639 and Grand ed the all-sports trophy are:
unable to repeat his 72-75 of
|0CD (300KS-MAGAZINESValley had 675), their three
the Districts, but Bill Rogge
MON-SAT ll'30-b'.f'O
strokes loss to the Cardinals Grand Valley............ 119 points
finished a solid fifth to lead the
T u e S U Jo -^ ro o
caused them to lose their Ferris State............... 118 points
Lakers to third place.
chance for their first ever Wayne State.............. 98 points
The top five finishers auto
President's Cup trophy.
matically make up the AllOakland.....................97 points
In fact, Ferris State backed Saginaw Valley.......... 90 points!
Conference team so Rogge
out of first place even more Northwood...............78 points!
(78-81) joins first and third
if .ii
pisee f;r,;shers Steve or^uv (72wwsiwuaiy utaii u ia iiu Vtiliey
nilijfuaitu................... 64 points]
backed
in.
80) and Jim Quellman (83-74)
Lake Superior.............46 points!
of Saginaw and second and
fourth place finishers Mark
Not only did their favored
So for the others, the cries of
Hill (80-75) and Marty
golf team fail to take home the "wait until next year" will have!
VanHekken (79-79) of Ferris
title, but their baseball team to wait-at least until Septem-f
State on the All Great-Lakes
finished fourth in the confer ber.
ence after getting off to a very
squad.
quick start in Great Lakes base
Laker coach "Uncle" Don
i#
ball action.
Stafford said they "hoped to
V
Those two failures, combined
finish higher than third, but
with firsts in both baseball and
we were satisfied with our per
softball for the Lakers, gives
formance. We nipped Ferris
Grand Valley its second consec
once, which is nice and we beat
Oakland for the first time ever
utive President's Cup and its
| The most economical housing on or near campus
(in the GLIAC) while playing
fifth in the seven yean of Cup
on their home course."
competition.
But even though Ferris fini
The final results of this sym
shed ahead of Grand Valley in
bol of athletic excellence in all
2 Bedroom
10 weeks * 5189.00 per person
the golf meet (Saginaw had
or most sports, commonly call
4
5 weeks - $95.00 per person

Still looking for summer housing ?
Ravine Apartment's

sn

v

All Students Welcome
No Deposit Required

people

Former Standout Now Coaching
SAULT STE' M ARIE—Jim
Kjulncuc, former Lake Super
ior State College basketball
star, has been appointed head
basketball coach at Morrisville
College, Morrisville, N.Y.
Morrisville College is one of
six two-year agricultural and
college's which are
of the State University
o f New York (SUN Y) system.
Dr. Donald G. Butcher.
Superior St

ference and N AIA District 23
titles.
The new Ferris Athletic
Director will take command of
an intercollegiate athletics pro
gram that has been guided since
1967 by Herbert D. Peterson.
" I think the future for Ferris'
sports is unlimited. We have a
solid foundation for which to
work thanks to Dr. Peterson's
contributions, and what with
the new emergence of women's
athletics and our Division I
hockey program," said Daven
port. "O ur goal is to reach the
full potential for Ferris' sports
and to further the interest of
the public, alumni, and student
body in our athletic program."

Kyle Burson Is A Winner

Golfers third in GLIAC Tourney,
Grand ValleyAll-Sports Winner
by Lee Lamberts
Before last weekends GLIAC
Golf Tournament of the Katke
Cousins Golf Course near Oak
land University, Ferris State
golf coach Ron English said,
"if we play as well as we're
capable of and Saginaw Val

"A * Athletic Director he vyil!
have responsibility for the ath
letic program, intramurals, Fer
ris' athletic facilities, and the
further development of facili
ties. We've come a long way
in the development of our
athletics and once the effects
of our tuition waiver program
for athletes is fe lt we feel we
will continue to become more
competitive."
Davenport has served as an
assistant coach in basketball
and football at Ferris as well
as stints as Athletic Coordin
ator, Coordinator of Recreation
Administration, and Associate
Professor o f Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.

n ~ .____
U U V G ir

port , who has been a member
of the Ferris Athletic Depart
ment and faculty since 1970,
has been selected as the new
Athletic Director at Ferris State
College.
Davenport replaces
retiring Athletic Director Her
bert D. Peterson who will be
come Commissioner
of the
Great Lakes Conference.
The 44-year-old Davenport
has worn many hats since his
arrival at Ferris in 1970 and in
his previous assignments in colleqe and high school coaching,
administration, and teaching.
Since July, 1977, Davenport
has been
Acting Division
Chairman for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and A th
letics.
"Dean has shown exemplary
leadership in his role as Acting
Division Chairman," cited Fer
ris President Robert L. Ewigleben, who made the announce
ment of Davenport's selection.

College vice-president for aca
demic affairs, is president of
Morrisville College.
Kjolhede, a native of Ml
Pleasant Mich, was an assis
tant coach at Kent State
University this past season
under Ed Douma. He scored
a career total of 1,793 points
for a career average of 16.6
points per game during his
four year cage career at
LSSC.

★ in clu d e* u tilities

1 M nm
2

10 weeks - $236.00 per person
5 weeks- $118.00 per person

named to the Great

Lakes I ntercoilegist* Athletic
Conference all-star team each
o f his four seasons at 15$^
and tw ice helped lead the
Lakers to the NAIA national
tournam ent

His top postseason aw *d
during his four -isnim m a
in 1976 when he
2C 3 points and 11
during three g - n
in 6w N A IA nation^

Fully furnished housing
can still be yours.

M at M* tone Gator A MS -43H ar tie* Mtotoat Life
Office A MS 7135 fer fetter tofefc.
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Intramural Golf

Even W ithout Home Track,
Laker H arriers Gain Respect
by Ron Allen
Grand Valley's track team
ended the year by turning in
fine performances at the Dis
tric t 23 Championships on May
5 and the Great Lakes Inter
collegiate Athletics Conference
Championships this past week
end.
Coach William Clinger was
very pleased w ith the way the
team performed all year and
handled themselves with the
lack of facilities. Even with no
indoor or outdoor track the
team turned in some excellent
performances and even broke
some records during the year.
Clinger now hopes that with the
construction o f the new out
door track and the planning of
the indoor track, he w ill get
many more trackmen out next
year for the team.
A t the D istrict meet John
Potts was a big double place

finisher with a good time of able to hold onto this trophy
for another year.
3:59.38 in the 1500 meters
Placing in the meet were
placing 2nd and a 1:57.53 in
Andy
Kristen 5th in the shot
the 800 meters placing 5th.
Mike Woods took a 4th in the put with a toss of 45 ft. 8 in.,
110 meter high hurdles with a Del Deweerd in the 400 meters
time of 15.58, Del Deweerd placing 5th with a time of
was 5th in the 400 meters in 49.85, the mile relay team of
Mike Woods, Don Durkee,
49.78, Andy Kristen took a 3rd
Larry Berger were 5th with a
in the shot put with a toss of
time
of 43.89.
46 ft. 7 in., Jim Kaminski ran a
Coach
Clinger couldn’t be
58.12 placing 6th in the 400
lieve
how
tough the competi
meter hurdles, and the 1600
tion
was
at
this years confer
meter relay team of Larry
ence
meet.
John
Potts ran his
Berger, Mike Woods, Don Durkee, and Del Deweerd were 4th best time ever 3:58.9 in the
1500 meters or about a 4:11.10
w ith a time of 3:24.39.
This past weekend at the time in the mile setting a new
Conference meet the trackmen school record and couldn't even
took a 6th place overall and place. All of the coaches at the
enabled the Grand Valley Lak meet were just amazed at how
ers to win the Aii Sports T ro many records were broken at
phy beating out Ferris State the meet
Also, turning in fine perfor
College by 1 p o in t If it wasn't
mances for the team were Kevin
fo r all of the great performan
ces by all the athletes in every Deyo in the 800 meters, Ron
sport, the Lakers wouldn't be Allen in the shot put and ham

Tournament Results
Women's Low Score and Runner up1. Cindy Daines
38
2. Becky Sawyer
49
Women's Low Handicap and Runner up
1. Cindy Daines
36
2. Becky Sawyer
44

mer, Ken Graft in the 3 mile,
Dan Roesma in the pole vault,
Mike Woods in the high hurdles,
and Kurt Pitcher in the ham
mer.
The entire track team and
Coach Clinger would like to
thank Assistant Coach Marvin
Schienbeck for all the help and
time he has put in for the team
over the past two years. He has
done some fine coaching and
words of encouragement all
year long. The team will miss
you, Marvin, and we wish you
the best of luck in the future.
The team would also like to
thank all of the people who
supported the team in any way
this year.
Maybe next year
with the construction of the
new outdoor track we will see
more of you supporting us be
cause Coach Clinger hopes to
get the District and/or Confer
ence meets here at Grand Val
ley next year.

Women's Best Team
1. Cindy Daines/Becky Sawyer
2. Jerry Heth/Carol Armitage

Women's High Score and Runner up
1. Jerry Heth
58
2. Caroi Armitage
54
Men's Low Score and Runner up
1. Dave Anderson
2. Dave Panici

Men's Best Team and Runner up
1. Dave Bozarth/Ted MacCready 71
2. Mike Keen/Kevin Byrne
71
Men's High Score and Runner up
1. Wade Bent
2. Doug Crim

by Suzanne Joseph
(DOME)-Grand Valley's Women's Track Team finished first in all
three of the throwing events on May 5, at the GLIAC Invitational
Meet held at Hillsdale College.
Dawn VanderZouwen threw the shot put 31'4'', while finishing
second in the discus, and third in the javelin.
Deb Shonbok finished first in the javelin, with a 111.3 finish,
and threw the discus for a third place finish.
Sheri Anderson, threw the discus 109'5.2", for a first place
mark. She also placed fourth in the 3000 meter run, and fifth in
the shot put.
Also for Grand Valley was Diane Johnson, finishing fourth in
the 1500 meter run, Lauren Chapman taking fifth in the high
jump, and Kathy Starkweather crossing the line fifth in the 5000
meter run.
Hillsdale College, taking nine first place finishes out of the 15
track and field events, rounded up first place winners with a total
o f 97.5 points, while Ferris was right behind them with 89.5
points.
Grand Valley finished third w ith a total of 35 points, as Lake
Superior wrapped things up with five total points.
This ends the season for this group o f women who have done a
fine job in representing Grand Valley. They have nothing to lose
and everything to gain in the future, as they are young and are
not yet a varsity sport.

Sailing Club Needs
Sailors Shortly
Macatawa near Holland.
Interested students and staff
members who can't make the
Tuesday meeting are asked to
contact Tom Hazelton (8957414) or faculty advisor Ron
Dwelle (ext. 186).

StrollLightcasebroughttotrial.
Strohs is making a strong case fo r drinking light beer
w ith new Stroh Light. The light beer specially brewed for
real beer taste.
O ne-quarter few er calories* than our regular beer but
all the great taste youd expect from Strohs 200 years of
brewing experience.
You'll find Stroh Light wherever you buy beer in handy
12 and 6-pocks, cans arxt bottles. W hy not pick some up
and |udge fo r yourself.

Eileen's
Clyde P a t & 3ft* Sts.
P H O N E 534-0329
FREE HAIR
C O N SU LTA TIO N

t
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76
78

Men's Low Handicap and Runner up
1. Mike Keen
75
2. Dave Anderson
75

Track Team Third In
GLIAC Invitational

Despite the long, cold spring,
the GVSC sailing club is ready
for spring and summer sailing.
An open meeting, for students
and staff interested in taking
part, is scheduled fo r next
Tuesday (May 22), 3 to 5 pm in
the Campus Center.
A work session, to prepare
the club's three boats for the
season, is set fo r this weekend.
(Saturday, May 19.)
According to club commo
dore Tom Hazelton, "We have
plenty of open time available
for sailing, and v/e expect our
boats will be in the water by
next weekend. What wc need
are sailors."
The club invites participa
tion by beginners as aell as
experienced sailors. Novice sail
ors ordinarily must complete a
"training" course and sail for
a vrfiile with more-experienced
drippers before they can sail
on their own.
For students and staff wrfto
are club members during the
spring term, recreational sail
ing can be scheduled throu$>out the summer.
The club's boats-lntemationai 470's—are kept at Lake

37
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If you’re looking

for new skills

this summer, we’ve got courses
and short courses.....

Still
undecided about where to
live this summer or fail ?

^WILLIAM JAMES

Grand Valley Apts.

COLLEGE

has the solution:

integrates
career and liberal arts
education

Summer lease rates.
f il m /v id e o

pho to g raphy

Intermedia Workshop (First five weeks)
Film and Society (Second five weeks evening)
Mass Media and Government Service (First five weeks)

Basic Darkroom Technique (First five weeks)
Advanced Darkroom Techinque (First five weeks)
Photography Workshops (First five weeks—Evening)

6 - 20 - 79 thru 8 - 3 1 - 7 9
$470.00 total

DESIGN
Figure Drawing Workshop (First five weeks)
Life Drawing Workshop (Second five weeks)
Figure Drawing II (F»rst and Second five weeks)
Calligraphy I and II (Second five weeks)

W R IT IN G

Effective Editing (First three weeks)
Story W riting Workshop (Second five weeks)

Fall lease rates
$310.00 mo. (4 students maximum) All units completely
furnished

E N V IR O N M E N T A L ISSUES

How Your Comm unity Works (First five weeks—even mg)
House Construction (First five weeks)
Solar Greenhouse Design and Construction (First five weeks—Saturdays)
Dunes Econlgy and Management (First 2% weeks)
S O C IA L W O RK

M ANAGEM ENT

Women in Management (First five weeks—evening)

Social Work In tervention I (Second five Meeks-evening)

Entirely remodeled apts.
Includes

all Utilities

Spacious rooms

All units
furnished

S O C IA L ISSUES

H U M A N D E V E LO P M E N T

Human Sexuality (First three weeks)
Aging and Death (First five weeks—evening)

Film and Society (Second five weeks-evenm g)
Ethics. Survival and the Good L ife (F irs t five weeks)

Just a 5 minute walk to campus

How Your C om m unity Works (F irst five weeka-evening)
Econom ic Policy Issues (F irst five weeks)
in t e r n a t io n a l is s u e s

Economics of Socialist Countries (First five weeks)
Government and Politics of the Middle East (Second five

lies)

M A T H S K IL L S
M ath C ta ic (F irs t fiv e weeks—evening)

CHECK O U T W IL L IA M JAM ES IN T H E SLIM M ER *7S COURSE SC H ED U LE

I

M odels shown by appointment

Grand Valley Apts.
895 - 6351 or 2 4 3 -2 8 6 3
/
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